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In this workshop, you will learn how to use GPT-4, an advanced AI model 

from OpenAI, to find hidden data treasures in your company. We will use 

Azure OpenAI Service to build a model that can identify and extract valuable 

information from large datasets.

Workshop: Find Hidden Data Treasures in 
Your Company with GPT-4

In a world where data sets are 

constantly growing and continuous 

data flows are being added, our ability 

to understand and interact with this 

data is becoming increasingly 

important. 

Recent advances in artificial intelligence 

have enabled people to interact with new AI 

technologies in a human way. Many have 

tried ChatGPT and found useful applications 

for quick and helpful answers. But how can 

organizations truly leverage the power of 

such tools?

Target Audience

This workshop is aimed at people who work 

with data management and analysis within 

companies. You do not need any prior 

experience with AI or machine learning to 

participate.

Practical Information

The workshop will be held online and last 

approximately 2 hours. You will need a 

computer with an internet connection to 

participate. No software needs to be installed 

on your computer.

Content

The workshop will cover the following topics:

• Introduction to GPT-4 and its features

• How to use Azure OpenAI Service to build a 

model that can identify hidden data 

treasures

• Practical examples of how to use GPT-4 to 

find valuable information in large datasets

• Looking on the next evolution with AI

Agents and Azure Autogen technology to 

find even more hidden stuff!

Contact us today to learn more about our 

workshop “Find Hidden Data Treasures in Your 

Company with GPT-4” and start your journey 

towards digital transformation!

Contact us

Sopra Steria Sweden: +46 (0) 8 587 650 00

info.se@soprasteria.com

www.soprasteria.se
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